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Abstract
Classification of human emotions based on electroencephalography (EEG) is a very popular topic nowadays in the provision 
of human health care and well-being. Fast and effective emotion recognition can play an important role in understanding a 
patient’s emotions and in monitoring stress levels in real-time. Due to the noisy and non-linear nature of the EEG signal, it 
is still difficult to understand emotions and can generate large feature vectors. In this article, we have proposed an efficient 
spatial feature extraction and feature selection method with a short processing time. The raw EEG signal is first divided into 
a smaller set of eigenmode functions called (IMF) using the empirical model-based decomposition proposed in our work, 
known as intensive multivariate empirical mode decomposition (iMEMD). The Spatio-temporal analysis is performed with 
Complex Continuous Wavelet Transform (CCWT) to collect all the information in the time and frequency domains. The 
multiple model extraction method uses three deep neural networks (DNNs) to extract features and dissect them together 
to have a combined feature vector. To overcome the computational curse, we propose a method of differential entropy and 
mutual information, which further reduces feature size by selecting high-quality features and pooling the k-means results to 
produce less dimensional qualitative feature vectors. The system seems complex, but once the network is trained with this 
model, real-time application testing and validation with good classification performance is fast. The proposed method for 
selecting attributes for benchmarking is validated with two publicly available data sets, SEED, and DEAP. This method is 
less expensive to calculate than more modern sentiment recognition methods, provides real-time sentiment analysis, and 
offers good classification accuracy.

Keywords Artificial intelligence · EEG-based emotion classification · Feature extraction · Signal processing · Health care

1 Introduction

It is important to monitor mental stress levels to prevent 
and treat chronic diseases early on. Various techniques 
have been developed to recognize stress levels. Some 
methods are based on physiological signals called an 

electroencephalogram (EEG) [1]. EEG signals are the 
most widely used method of recognizing human emotions. 
Because the behavior of the EEG signal is not linear, there 
are many problems with accurately recognizing emotions 
[2]. The EEG signals are thus converted into a two-dimen-
sional Spatio-temporal spectrogram. Afterward, analyze 
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the effects of emotional behavior using guided learning 
techniques used in ImageNet [3]. The best way to process 
non-linear EEG signals in the time and frequency domain. 
One area of emotion recognition is the use of deep neural 
networks, which are useful for estimating complex func-
tions. Therefore, recognizing human emotions is a difficult 
task. Also, different people behave differently in the same 
emotional state [4]. Emotional states can be derived from 
external and internal human responses. By influencing the 
development and computation of advanced machine learning 
tools, many methods can be used to detect human emotions 
using brain wave signals. BCI (brain–computer interface) 
is a mechanism that first collects a signal using a bio-trans-
ducer. BCI can play an important role in the provision of 
health services in smart cities [5]. The signals collected by 
BCI can help better understand your emotional response. 
However, it is not clear how to decipher their emotions accu-
rately and broadly.

EEG-based emotion recognition is designed in real-
time applications and can provide real-time patient moni-
toring services using physiological signals. It is a system 
like [6], a cloud-enabled cyber-physical patient monitoring 
location system that uses smartphones to collect voice and 
EEG signals in a scalable, real-time, and efficient way. The 
coronavirus (COVID-19), a pandemic that recently hit the 
world, can also affect human emotions. Sentiment analysis 
also provides a gateway to the study of emotional behavior 
in patients with corona [7]. The effect of social networks 
on emotions is also an application of the user’s ability to 
change their emotional state [8]. Due to the great popular-
ity of social networking sites, it is helpful for users to give 
feedback on many social events. This makes it easy to create, 
share, and distribute social events, and as a result, users pro-
vide large amounts of multimedia data (for example, images, 
videos, and text) for various actual events in different shapes 
and sizes.

With regard to edge computing, there is a research ten-
dency to estimate the emotions caused by the visualization 
of stimuli in different IoT applications. This paper exploits 
the advantage of deep neural networks to extract features 
using AlexNet, ResNet-50, and Inception V3 from all chan-
nels related to emotions. Due to a large number of input 
data sources, it takes a long time to train the network. To 
reduce computational cost and get better results, this article 
suggested channel selection and a high-quality feature selec-
tion algorithm for fast processing. A channel selection algo-
rithm based on differential entropy and mutual information 
(DEMI) is proposed to select the number of channels with 
emotional information. The combination of the proposed 
model differs from the bull technique to choose the most 
suitable features for the emotion, which helps to reduce the 
ultimate feature dimension. EEG-based sentiment classifica-
tion model that uses the DNN model and feature selection 

is validated on SJTU SEED and DEAP data sets. Support 
vector machine and k-Nearest neighbor are used to classify 
data into three and four dimensions for SEED and DEAP 
data sets, respectively. The proposed model achieves better 
accuracy as compared to other advanced methods of human 
emotion recognition.

Recent research shows that detecting emotions using EEG 
signals is not an easy task. Many researchers have tried to 
recognize emotions. We use two commonly used SEED and 
DEAP data sets for model validation and comparison with 
recent techniques. Based on these two data sets, we discuss 
the latest research on emotion recognition. In the literature, 
the authors [9] were used to classify EEG signals using the 
radial biased function (RBF) based on the kernel support 
vector machine (SVM). They reached a precision of 60% 
with the proposed method. Reference [10] extracts spatial 
features using a two-dimensional circular space. They used 
the Dual-Tree Continuous Wave Transform (DT-CWT) to 
observe the time and frequency behaviour of the EEG signal. 
They trained the model using a simple recurring unit (SRU) 
to extract functions. For the best sort of performance, they 
rate features with k-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN). The CNN 
method is used to detect EEG-based seizures. The authors 
of [11] used deep CNN to extract features and confirmed 
the presence of epileptic seizures. Cloud-based multilevel 
perception (MLP) [12] also reads emotional behavior for 
real-time applications in smart cities. EEG signals are a 
mixture of different frequency bands. This link reflects the 
specific cognitive state. [12] achieves an accuracy of more 
than 89% using a convolutional network and an MLP with 
2 hidden layers.

Correlation-based subset selection (CSS) helped select 
the desired EEG signal characteristics. The authors in 
reference [13] used higher-order statistics to calculate 
the efficiency of the system. To reduce the dimension of 
the obtained feature vector, CSS was claimed to achieve 
superior sort performance compared to conventional 
PCA (Principal Component Analysis). EMD (Empirical 
Mode Decomposition)-based decomposition method helps 
researchers analyze raw EEG signals to reduce dimensional 
curses. The EMD is divided into a smaller set of functions 
called IMFs (Intrinsic Mode Functions) [14–16]. The higher 
the MFI value, the lower the signal distortion. This will help 
a lot in terms of computational costs. Similarly, [17] demon-
strates that splitting CSS with OPA (Ordinal Pattern Analy-
sis) increases sort accuracy by up to 16%.

Entropy-based selection of functions is also a major con-
cern for many researchers. Entropy measures the predictabil-
ity of features that occur in RAW EEG signals. The spectral 
entropy of the power is calculated as a feature vector [18]. 
Eight emotional states were recognized with this entropy 
function. In [19] also uses EMD-based signal decomposi-
tion. Subsequently, the classification performance of the 
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proposed model was calculated using the matching tech-
nique. In [20] and [21] used multivariate EMD (MEMD) and 
bi-variate (BEMD) to divide the signal into multiple and bi 
variants. In [22] PSD (power spectral density) and higher-
order statistics were also used to extract characteristics of 
the EMD-based decay signal.

The selection of functions is an important point in the rec-
ognition of human emotions. This step is very important to 
extract high-quality functions for a good sentiment evalua-
tion. The choice of an existing location can be based on con-
sent, mutual information, statistical analysis, and learning 
savings [23]. These methods are not efficient and you need 
information before making a decision. In Reference [24] the 
authors used non-negative Laplace values to estimate the 
values of the characteristics. Also, the author of [25] used 
PCA to select the attribute value based on the unique iden-
tification. Fisher’s Discriminant Index (FDR) [25] is also a 
traditional feature selection method that selects high-quality 
features based on high FDR values. Also, [26] proposes a 
model to optimize the set of using statistical features. The 
sparse selection algorithm represented by [27] selects attrib-
ute properties based on sparse learning methodology. The 
selected function is used to model sentiment rankings with 
fair ranking performance for the SEED and DEAP data sets.

Multiscale Information Analysis (MIA) for EEG signals 
introduces a new function. In [19] uses these characteristics 
in Russell’s circumplex model to evaluate emotional states 
in four dimensions. The domain’s multiple-scale complex-
ity index was its ability to detect emotional states [22, 28]. 
Based on the previous literature and the sentiment classifica-
tion method, a rapid emotion recognition method is needed 
that uses advanced machine learning tools. In this article, we 
have proposed an EMD-based fast decomposition method to 
improve the decomposition of the EEG signal. Such decom-
position helps to recognize emotions using three pre-trained 
models in a short period of time with generally good clas-
sification performance. Our contribution in EEG-based fast 
recognition is described below.

1.1  Contributions

Here is a summary of our contributions to this work.

– The Raw EEG signal is further decomposed using EMD-
based decomposition known as iMEMD (intensive Mul-
tivariate Empirical Mode Decomposition). This is an 
extended version of MEMD. This reduces the impact of 
artifacts.

– The degraded EEG signal is transformed into a two-
dimensional spectrogram to extract separate spatial fea-
tures from three pre-trained networks.

– The spatial features of the three networks are defuse 
together to form a single feature vector. The redundant 
functions are also eliminated.

– High-quality features are selected with DEMI (Differ-
ential Entropy and Mutual Information). Entropy-based 
channel selection, along with mutual information, is used 
to select optional channel functions. The output feature 
vector is reduced to 80%.

The remainder of this paper is as follows: Proposed Frame-
work of multi-model feature selection method is described 
in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the experimental setup used 
to recognize emotions, followed by the experimental results 
In Sect. 4 achieved using our proposed method. Finally, the 
work is concluded with the future direction in Sect. 5.

2  Paradigm of the proposed emotion 
recognition method

Electroencephalography (EEG)-based sentiment analysis 
requires intensive processing due to the non-linearity of the 
signal. Hence, large feature vectors created during feature 
extraction increase the computation cost of the system. To 
solve this problem, we need a suitable way to select and 
reduce feature dimensions. In the proposed model, the signal 
was first broken down into smaller components to avoid scal-
ability. In addition, the features from the three deep neural 
networks are combined and the redundancy is removed. The 
combined features are then reduced using clustering meth-
ods. Groups of similar functions and resources of groups 
are considered as a single function. Then we can use this 
method to get the histogram features. The proposed tech-
nique is discussed in the next section. The complete step by 
step framework of our work is represented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1  Framework of the pro-
posed work
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2.1  Raw EEG signal decomposition

Raw EEG signals are so noisy that they have problems 
acquiring features and recognizing emotional states effec-
tively. Techniques based on empirical mode decomposition 
(EMD) [20] are used to decompose the signal into various 
eigenmode functions known as Intrinsic Mode Functions 
(IMFs). As discussed in the literature work, Bi-variant 
Empirical Mode Decomposition (BEMD) and Multi-vari-
ant Empirical Mode Decomposition (MEMD) are additional 
types of EMD. In this study, we proposed an expanded ver-
sion of MEMD known as intensive Multivariate Empirical 
Mode Decomposition (iMEMD) for rapid decomposition. 
Unlike MEMD, iMEMD uses an average value for envelope 
calculation. IMFs are calculated in almost half the time com-
pared to MEMD. The iMEMD decreases the quality of the 
signal but increases the quality of the function. This method 
approaches a fast decomposition that takes up half the limit. 
Rather, this degrades the quality of the output signal, but the 
characteristics extracted from the method yield much better 
results than conventional EMD-based techniques. Here is the 
proposed iMEMD-based decomposition algorithm 1.

The algorithmic steps in iMEMD are somehow similar 
to EMD and MEMD. Equation 1 is the final equation for 
calculating iMEMD IMFs. The 5th IMF results in good clas-
sification performance that is we use y[5] to calculate our 
5th IMF. The middle value of the envelope deteriorates the 
quality of the output signal. Otherwise it works the same as 
MEMD, but reducing the envelope size reduces the compu-
tational complexity of the system.

2.2  Spatio‑temporal analysis

The one-dimensional degraded EEG signal is used to convert 
it into a two-dimensional image display known as Time–Fre-
quency Representation (TFR). The TFR is collected using 
CCWT (Complex Continuous Wavelet Transform) [29] for 
the extraction of spatial features (described in the next sec-
tion). To acquire a complete knowledge of signal in spatial 
and temporal domain CCWT is used. Since EEG signals 
behave non-linearly, the complex continuous wavelet trans-
form is suitable for this type of signal. As described in the 
literature section, many wavelet-based techniques are used 

(1)y[n] =

N−1∑

i=0

[�i(n) + R�(n)].
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for time-frequency alignment, but these wavelet-based tech-
niques obtain information related to the sample. CCWT is 
used in this article for TFR to gain a complete understand-
ing of time limits. Two-dimensional CCWT represents the 
sparse and characteristic multi-resolution structure of an 
image. TFR is used to extract features from DNNs. CCWT 
expresses the signals in terms of wavelet functions which are 
localized in both time and frequency domain. Continuous 
EEG signal x(t) for TFR ��(a, b) can be expressed as

where C� is called the wavelet admissible constant whose 
value satisfies between 0 < C𝜓 < ∞.

2.3  Feature extraction

After complete pretreatment and decomposition, the next 
step in the proposed method is feature extraction. Features 
are taken from the 3 pre-trained DNNs listed below. To do 
this, the two-dimensional TFR images are first scaled to 
227 × 227 , then these scaled images are sent separately to 
3 DNNs. So we get a table with three feature vectors of 
these three models. Typical vector sizes obtained from each 
NN are listed in Table 1. The input of the neural network 
is the TFR image and output is the feature vector. Features 
extracted from these DNN are known as spatial features.

2.3.1  AlexNet

AlexNet is a combination of three layers: convolution, maxi-
mum pooling and a fully connected layer. The TFR images 
delivered via a pre-trained AlexNet model. AlexNet has five 
convolution layer and three fully connected layers. Classifi-
cation and softmax layer is not used in this work, and we did 
not perform classification using Alexnet; hence it is only for 
the extraction of features. AlexNet analyzes each image by 
pixel value between different emotional states. With a differ-
ent area of time and frequency in each image, that’s why they 
are more sensitive to various spatial information. Finally, 

(2)x(t) = C−1
𝜓 ∫

∞

−∞
∫

∞

−∞

𝜒𝜔(a, b)
1

√
�a�

�̃�

�
t − b

a

�
ab

da

a2
,

each function is obtained from a fully connected layer. There 
are a total of 4096 accommodations using AlexNet. fC7 
layer displays the feature vector of each channel.

2.3.2  Resnet‑50

The second network used is Resnet-50. As its name implies, 
it is a residual network with a depth of 50 layers [30]. The 
model is trained in the same way as AlexNet, but the num-
ber of layers and the structure of the neurons is different. 
Therefore, we collect more effective feature vectors. The 
network is very useful for extracting non-linear signals due 
to dropping and hopping. The layers have been stacked and 
deep convolutional neural networks have changed the clas-
sification elements of the image. The scaled TFR images of 
both data sets are provided separately to the network.

2.3.3  Inception V3

Inception v3 is a widely used image recognition model that 
has been shown to achieve 78.1% or better accuracy on the 
ImageNet data set [30]. The model itself consists of symmet-
ric and asymmetric building blocks with layers of convolu-
tion, average grouping, maximum grouping, concatenation, 
failure, and fully connected. This is the last model used for 
feature extraction. Like other models, it extracts functions 
up to FC7 layers with 4096 attributes.

2.4  Feature defusing and redundant feature 
elimination (RFE)

This section describes the decomposition of attributes 
obtained from the three DNN models. Feature vectors 
obtained from each neural network are 4185 × 4096 for data 
set 1 and 163840 × 4096 for second data set. Because the 
classification layer is not used for all three networks, this 
functionality is added to the fully connected layer 7 (FC7). 
All three networks have the same FC7 properties, so it is 
easy to collect the same number of properties from the three 
networks used. In combination, the defused feature vector 
is 125550 × 4096 and 491520 × 4096 for data sets 1 and 2, 
respectively. Defused feature vectors can contain similar or 
redundant features extracted from different models; to reduce 
this, we further reduced the dimension of the feature vectors 

Table 1  Feature vector obtained 
at each step

Single network Combined network RFE DE MI Output FV
×4096 ×4096 ×4096 ×4096 ×4096

SEED 41850 125550 89678 17357 14464 225 × 36

DEAP 163840 491520 351085 87771 41795 510 × 48
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using redundant feature elimination (RFE). This step is very 
important concerning the computational costs and learning 
opportunities. The redundancy function not only hinders the 
classification performance of the proposed model, but also 
the computation costs. Reducing the functional dimension 
has also been proven to increase the efficiency of the system. 
Features are removed based on values using the difference 
equation. After RFE, the feature vectors are 89678 × 4096 
and 351085 × 4096.

2.5  Feature selection

The high-quality features obtained from the three vectors 
were first compared and redundant features were removed. 
This is done using the Euclidean distance formula. This 
also happens simultaneously during treatment. Differen-
tial Entropy and Mutual Information (DEMI) is a two-step 
procedure for selecting additional feature vectors. First, the 
number of channels is selected using differential entropy, 
and then the quality characteristic of the selected channel is 
selected using mutual information of the characteristic val-
ues. The two suggested techniques are described below: This 
reduces the size of the jobs with good sorting performance. 
Figure 2 shows how to combine multiple networks to select 
only those functions that have an emotional state. The input 

vectors of both data sets are reduced to the highest possible 
value without disrupting the classification performance of 
the model.

2.5.1  Differential entropy

Neuroscience explains that a particular region of the brain 
provides us with different types of waves that lie in bands 
like alpha, beta, gamma, etc. Pre-frontal, parietal, and tem-
poral areas are where positive valence emotions can be 
detected [31, 32]. We have used differential entropy to cal-
culate and select the channels being used in our proposed 
work. Formally, let (U,C ∪ D) be an informed decision and 
P ⊂ C , the differentiation entropy of P with respect to C 
class is defined by: Formally, (U,C ∪ D) is an informed deci-
sion and the differential entropy of P for class P subset C, 
class C is defined as:

A threshold value of 1.725 was set and the channel above 
that threshold were selected that are; FC1–FC2, FC5–FC6, 
FP1–FP2, F7–F8, C3–C4. A total of 12 channels were 

(3)E(P ∣ U ⊕ C) = −
1

U

∑

x𝜖U

log2

||[x]C ∩ [x]P
||

||[x]P||
.
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selected out of 62 in case of SEED data set and 8 out of 32 
for DEAP data set. Selected channels are shown in Fig. 3.

2.5.2  Mutual information

Mutual information is a way of selecting correlated charac-
teristics. This method works on a selected number of chan-
nels. That is, we choose the number of channels to reduce 

the size of the vector vertically and we use mutual infor-
mation to reduce the size of the vector horizontally. Select 
features that correlate between adjacent channels. Equation 4 
calculates the probability density function (PDF) of the fea-
ture vector and selects the features with correlation. Where 
X and Y are the two attribute values.
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Fig. 3  Selected channels with good classification performance

Fig. 4  Selection of “k” based on 
sum of the squared errors
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2.6  Feature reduction

The characteristics obtained so far are dimensional, result-
ing in a dimensional curse in the proposed model. We use 
k-means to cluster to group similar features. This is an itera-
tive process, the process starts with a random centroid value 
’k’ and then the average of each centroid is calculated to 
correctly cluster the features. The goal of k-mean algorithms 
for different clustering techniques such as hierarchical clus-
tering, fuzzy clustering, density-based clustering, etc., is that 
these models often suffer from over-fitting in large data sets. 
For k-mean clustering, it is an iterative clustering algorithm, 
so it can be easily used for large clustering data sets. The 
sum of the mean square errors is also calculated to find the 

(4)MI(X;Y) =

C∑

x∈c

C∑

y∈c

p(x, y) log

(
p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

)
.

exact value of k after a few iterations. In the graph, Fig. 4, 
we can see that at k = 12 all values are clustered with fewer 
errors.

2.6.1  Vocabulary assignment

Similar characteristics are clustered by clustering k-means. 
After correct grouping, all functions were sorted by class, 
this arrangement is called vocabulary assignment. That 
is, the traits or emotional states of each class are grouped 
so that the mean represents an emotional state. This map-
ping method helps to understand the difference of attributes 
between different classes, reducing the dimension of the 
feature vectors (Fig. 5)).

2.6.2  Feature histogram

The next step in reducing the feature dimension is to extract 
the histogram of the assigned vocabulary. The histogram 
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Fig. 5  Two-step feature selection and feature reduction method
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feature vector calculates the occurrence of a specific vocabu-
lary feature from the original feature vector. This method 
automatically removes improperly grouped features, 
which improves classification performance. The SEED 
data set contains 3 classes, so the number of columns is 
3 × k = 3 × 12 = 36 and for DEAP 4 × k = 4 × 12 = 48 . So 
after reducing the size, the output vectors are 255 × 36 and 
510 × 48 for the SEED and DEAP data sets, respectively.

3  Experimental setup

In this task, two publicly available data sets are used for 
validation. The provider collects the data sets in a clean and 
suitable environment. A digital filter of 0–75 Hz is applied to 
eliminate the effect of noise. The data sets differed in terms 
of the subject, the channels used, and the different classes 
that report emotional state. The details of both data sets are 
as follows:

3.1  Data set 1:SEED

The proposed model is first validated on publicly available 
SEED [33] data set developed in China. The data set con-
tains the physiological signals of 15 Chinese participants (8 
male and 7 female). The acquired EEG can be used for the 
multi-model emotion recognition process. Data set was col-
lected from the participants using a bio enhancer placed on 
a human skull [4] using 10-20 International System [34]. In 
SEED data set, three emotional states were captured named 
as positive for calm, negative for fear/stress and neutral for 
the normal or relaxed condition. This emotional behavior of 
participants was collected by showing different video clips. 
SEED data sets utilized three emotional states Positive (Hap-
piness), Negative (Sadness) and Neutral (Relaxed state).

3.2  Data set 2: DEAP

DEAP [35] is also publicly available data set for emotional 
behaviour evaluation. 32 EEG channels from 32 partici-
pants according to international standards, were captured, 
while participants watch 40 music video clips. Unlike 
SEED, DEAP data sets used four classes in valence and 
arousal domain. Then, they perform Awakening, valence, 

dominance and liking with self-assessment manikins (SAM) 
[36] (Table 2).

Both data sets were used to evaluate the results of the pro-
posed model. Three states from the SEED data set and four 
sentimental states from the DEAP data set were categorized 
for benchmarking.

3.3  Network training and validation

The proposed feature selection and extraction method are 
trained on Matlab R2020a using Adam Optimizer with a 
batch size of 128. We did this with a GTX 1080 GPU of 
8GB RAM on a Windows 10 operating system to handle 
large feature values with less processing. The two data sets 
are divided into three categories: training, testing, and vali-
dation. The model is first trained with the training set, then 
tested with the test set, and this model is validated for clas-
sification performance using the validation set. This con-
figuration is done separately for both data sets. For testing 
and validation purposes, we use a tenfold cross-validation 
method for optimal classification. Training multiple net-
works with nearly 1.2 million layers at the same time is too 
big for a single GPU. All the parameters of the three previ-
ously trained networks are optimized for this type of feature 
extraction. After selecting entities with smaller dimensions, 
the validation time to perform sentiment classification with 
the new data set has also been shortened. The training time 
in each step of each neural network is given in Table 5.

4  Experimental results

In this section, we examine the implementation of the 
proposed feature selection method using the classifica-
tion results obtained with our method. We have performed 
many evaluation parameters to validate our results. We also 
compared the results with the retrained model to verify the 
validity of the proposed method.

4.1  Performance metrics

The following statistics were performed to evaluate the 
results. To reduce the over-fitting problem, the data set is 
generally divided into random parts of the same volume. 
Subsequently, this method is trained with M pieces and 

Table 2  Data set comparison Data set Participants Channels Experiments Trials Class

SEED 15 62 5 3 Positive negative neutral
DEAP 32 32 1 40 High arousal high 

valence low arousal 
low valence
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tested with the other pieces. Using confusion matrix, we 
calculated accuracy, precision, specificity, recall, f1-score 
and p-score. All the metrics performed are represented in 
Tables 3 and 4 on both data sets. We calculate above param-
eters using below keywords

Tpositive is when emotion is expected and is present.
Fpositive is when emotion is expected and is not present.
Tnegative is when emotion is not expected and is not pre-
sent.
Fnegative is when emotion is not expected and is present.

3 emotional states for SEED and 4 emotional states for 
DEAP data set are classified using two well known clas-
sifiers. The results are validated using the accuracy from 
selected features on each subject of both data sets. The accu-
racy, precision, recall, F1-score, p-score and specificity of 
the training set is given by:

Acc =
Tpositive + Tnegative

positive + negative

Prec =
Tpositive

Tpositive + Fpositive

F1-score =2 ×
prec − recall

prec + recall

Recall =
Tpositive

Tpositive + Fnegative

Specificity =
Tnegative

Tnegative + Fpositive

.

4.1.1  p‑Score

A t test was performed to measure the p-score (probability 
score). The t test checks whether the selected function will 
be useful. The t test is used to evaluate whether the selected 
feature vector differs from the original or actual feature vec-
tor. The value of p is determined by calculating the mean dif-
ference between the selected objects and the original object 
vector. Higher p values indicate the quality factor of the 
selected item.

4.2  Classification performance

Selected features are now ready to categorize the emotions. 
We have used two modern multi-class classifiers known 
for this method. The SVM classifications [37] and k-NN 
[36] work best for results from classes 3 and 4 of SEED 
and DEAP data sets, respectively. The dimensions of the 
selected feature vector are 255 × 36 and 510 × 48 for the 
SEED and DEAP data sets, respectively. The results of the 
two classifiers are shown in Fig. 6, together with the individ-
ual networks and the combined characteristics of the three 
networks, and show that the selected characteristics provide 
good classification performance.

4.3  Computational cost and model execution time

All the attributes selected using the proposed method and the 
computational cost [38] of the trained network are calculated 
using the following equation. Processing time is shortened 
due to the number of features selected. Using the iMEMD, 
feature selection, and feature reduction methods proposed 

Table 3  Performance evaluation 
of SEED data set using SVM 
classifier

Subject Accuracy Precision Specificity Recall F1-score p-score

Subject 1 78.8 0.79 0.84 0.83 0.89 0.090
Subject 2 84.4 0.87 0.81 0.82 0.95 0.081
Subject 3 84.8 0.90 0.85 0.79 0.87 0.086
Subject 4 83.1 0.93 0.80 0.83 0.96 0.088
Subject 5 91.2 0.89 0.82 0.90 0.95 0.095
Subject 6 87.5 0.93 0.84 0.86 0.92 0.091
Subject 7 74.4 0.82 0.88 0.86 0.83 0.089
Subject 8 84.6 0.83 0.88 0.84 0.88 0.089
Subject 9 78.4 0.97 0.93 0.83 0.96 0.089
Subject 10 89.1 0.90 0.91 0.94 0.85 0.092
Subject 11 79.6 0.88 0.96 0.93 0.93 0.086
Subject 12 75.7 0.92 0.82 0.94 0.90 0.080
Subject 13 92.5 0.79 0.81 0.97 0.94 0.088
Subject 14 82.5 0.84 0.86 0.92 0.94 0.096
Subject 15 90.9 0.80 0.84 0.81 0.90 0.080
Overall 96.3 0.96 0.82 0.88 0.91 0.1
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in this work, emotions can be recognized in a short pro-
cessing time without interrupting the overall classification 
performance. Table 5 shows the execution time of the trained 
network with and without feature selection method:

where Ft is the training features, Fs is the features of specific 
emotional state, S represents the number of emotional states, 
si is the state index, f is the selected feature value

(5)C.C = −
1

Ft

S∑

si=1

([Fs × ln(f )] + [(1 − Fs) × ln(1 − f )]),

4.4  Comparison with recent emotion classification 
methods

The performance of the proposed EEG-based emotion rec-
ognition process is verified based on two sets of reference 
data. Next, we measure the performance of the proposed 
technique by classifying the selected objects from support 
vector machine (SVM) and k-NN (k-Nearest Neighbor). The 
results in Fig. 6 show that the combined and selected fea-
tures perform better in the model. The higher the precision 
of the combined and selected features, the higher the qual-
ity. So with this method, one can get accurate precision in 
shorter processing time. Table 6 shows a comparison of our 
study with previous techniques using EMD and EEG-based 
techniques for the SEED and DEAP data sets. The work we 
have proposed is better than other techniques in terms of 

Table 4  Performance evaluation 
of DEAP data set using SVM 
classifier

Subject Accuracy Precision Specificity Recall F1-score p-score

Subject 1 69.3 0.66 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.080
Subject 2 68.6 0.90 0.66 0.67 0.74 0.089
Subject 3 76.7 0.71 0.73 0.79 0.77 0.066
Subject 4 67.2 0.72 0.69 0.66 0.83 0.080
Subject 5 81.0 0.83 0.76 0.67 0.69 0.068
Subject 6 81.2 0.80 0.70 0.65 0.84 0.074
Subject 7 66.3 0.93 0.83 0.84 0.70 0.075
Subject 8 72.8 0.88 0.70 0.73 0.67 0.081
Subject 9 65.7 0.82 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.083
Subject 10 77.0 0.79 0.85 0.79 0.78 0.079
Subject 11 71.8 0.65 0.87 0.73 0.75 0.083
Subject 12 75.5 0.86 0.74 0.67 0.72 0.079
Subject 13 71.0 0.66 0.85 0.81 0.75 0.090
Subject 14 77.9 0.72 0.89 0.65 0.90 0.071
Subject 15 71.8 0.85 0.86 0.93 0.74 0.067
Subject 16 74.2 0.69 0.70 0.64 0.65 0.085
Subject 17 70.9 0.81 0.68 0.65 0.79 0.080
Subject 18 77.1 0.66 0.88 0.83 0.79 0.076
Subject 19 67.4 0.65 0.69 0.84 0.82 0.075
Subject 20 80.2 0.93 0.65 0.75 0.90 0.068
Subject 21 75.4 0.82 0.76 0.79 0.71 0.087
Subject 22 67.4 0.82 0.71 0.85 0.74 0.069
Subject 23 77.5 0.67 0.64 0.85 0.81 0.071
Subject 24 78.4 0.75 0.76 0.83 0.73 0.091
Subject 25 73.7 0.67 0.66 0.92 0.65 0.066
Subject 26 78.8 0.91 0.74 0.81 0.87 0.088
Subject 27 74.9 0.82 0.92 0.71 0.65 0.085
Subject 28 79.3 0.85 0.81 0.64 0.78 0.070
Subject 29 67.4 0.87 0.91 0.91 0.64 0.080
Subject 30 74.2 0.92 0.86 0.77 0.93 0.073
Subject 31 65.2 0.86 0.85 0.71 0.77 0.069
Subject 32 68.0 0.77 0.73 0.73 0.78 0.074
Overall 81.1 0.82 0.77 0.81 0.8 0.099
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Table 5  Training time of the 
proposed model

Model Data set 1: SEED Data set 2:DEAP

Channels FV Time (s) Channels FV Time (s)

AlexNet 62 41850 × 4096 1534 32 163840 × 4096 1643
ResNet-50 62 41850 × 4096 1621 32 163840 × 4096 1754
Inception V3 62 41850 × 4096 1798 32 163840 × 4096 1903
Combined 62 125550 × 4096 2841 32 491520 × 4096 3643
Combined-iMEMD 62 89678 × 4096 1922 32 351085 × 4096 2042
Combined-iMEMD-FS-FR 12 225 × 36 18.7 8 510 × 48 22.01

40 50 60 70 80 90 100

AlexNet

Resnet-50

Inception V3

Combined

SVM Classifier

40 50 60 70 80 90 100

AlexNet

Resnet-50

Inception V3

Combined

K-NN classifier

Classifica�on Accuracy (%) Classifica�on Accuracy (%)

SEED

DEAP

Fig. 6  Average classification accuracy of the proposed method

Table 6  Comparison of the 
proposed method with recent 
emotion recognition techniques

Ref. Model Features Channels Classification accuracy

SEED DEAP

SVM k-NN SVM k-NN

[9] MEMD 10 – – 60 –
[10] BEMD 62 71.43 68.52 – –
[13] HOS 34 82.1 – – –
[14] EMD Hilbert Haung transform 62, 32 56 52.6 63.4 57.3
[16] TEMD Hilbert Haung transform 62, 32 81.4 79.9 75.3 78
[20] MEMD IMF based 86.2 – 75 (ANN) 67
[28] BoDF CWT 62, 32 93.8 91.4 77.4 73.6
[15] MFCC 12, 6 83.5 – – 71.1
[39] FEMD CWT 91.6 83.3 86.4 72.9
Proposed Multi-

model-
iMEMD

Spatial 12, 8 96.3 86.4 81.1 79.3
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classification accuracy and saves computational overhead. 
The use of three pre-trained networks makes the model sim-
pler and more effective. This table clearly shows that the 
precision achieved by our model is much better than the 
previously used model with the same data set and decom-
position technique.

The selected channel significantly improves the overall 
rating performance. In Fig. 7, we can see that the selected 
channel outperforms all channels. This is because there is 
an EEG signal, but there are some channels that are not a 
quality stimulus for emotions. This study shows that chan-
nel selection and function help us understand the emotional 
behavior of the selected channel.

5  Conclusion

This work has proposed an efficient way to select the ability 
to quickly recognize human emotions. The powerful and 
intensive functions based on iMEMD are selected from a 
large table of feature vectors with multiple functions using 
multiple networks. This model is validated on SEED and 
DEAP data sets. Reduced feature vectors provide excellent 
classification performance when verified with SVM and 
k-NN classifiers. As a result, our feature selection method 
has been shown to intentionally improve overall classifica-
tion performance with less computational costs. The pro-
posed model has significantly improved feature extraction 
properties. Sorting performance has been greatly improved 
compared to the previous model.

In this study, we propose a method to merge data from 
multiple neural networks and design a corresponding deep 
learning model. The proposed technique uses advanced 
deep neural networks and machine learning methods to 
select high-quality functions. Channel selection also helps 

researchers explore the understanding of emotions on selec-
tive channels for accurate recognition of emotions. Future 
directions of research will explore additional changes to 
the sentiment analysis framework through the integration 
of multiple neural networks. The proposed model took less 
time to test and train the network. For a quick decompo-
sition we use a five step decomposition and this choice is 
based on the “hit and enforce” method. Therefore, it is better 
to develop a more systematic way of choosing the level of 
decomposition.
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